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Abstract Cost associated with the maintenance and scale of custom services presents
one of the most significant barriers to entry for information providers. One solution
proposes pushing computation into the cloud where providers like Amazon maintain a scalable, world-wide platform for virtualization. While this avoids certain
hardware maintenance costs, service providers must still maintain clusters of virtual
machines. To address this, contextual services like Flickr provide a complete solution; unfortunately, this limits information providers to the available services and
look-and-feel. We propose a compromise solution that combines existing services
and applications. Such a solution decreases development and maintenance costs by
providing standardized services with third-party maintenance, while allowing customizable functionality and look-and-feel. We present a specific example of this
type of blended solution in our MetaMorPic system, which provides photo archiving and presentation capabilities using third-party software and services.

1 Introduction
Public information systems are part of the critical infrastructure for distributing information. Much of this information is distributed as text, which fits well with Semantic Web [1]. The idea of Semantic Web is to provide standardized rules to structured information so that it is easy to find and process by computers [1]. More and
more we also receive information in nontextual forms, including voice messages,
images, videos, etc. Clearly, such data are also semantic instruments [2] [3]. Existing
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technology allows us to associate metadata with images, etc. that extends captured
information. Many systems allow the gathering of metadata associated with images
[4] [5] [17] [18] [19]. Such metadata should be application independent, which allows us to use images for archival purposes because we can access the metadata
many years later without a need of a specific presenting application. The image format JPEG, for example, allows us to keep all the metadata within the image [21],
but its integration within systems is partial [17] [18] [19] requiring additional information to be held apart from the image. In addition to its descriptive purpose,
multimedia metadata provides searchable, machine-readable access to images similar to that of Semantic Web.
In this paper, we propose a self-contained photo archival and presentation system
capable of metadata gathering. Such a system is capable of capturing events, their attendees, and extensive event descriptions in textual form. We store metadata within
the image files to avoid application dependence. The images can be seen after many
years using different presenting tools, and the semantics can be fully reproduced
from just an image and its metadata. We evaluate existing, commonly-used services and applications and provide implementations compatible with existing thirdparty vendors. We develop the application by combining existing services [16] [19]
and presentation tools [28] [29] [30] through a light-weight data-interchange format
[24]. The application was evaluated in production for a large event, the 2010 ICPC
World Finals in China, with nearly 1,000 local event participants and many more remote users, generating significant user load. The evaluation event is popular world
wide, accessed by users and media [33] form various countries.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce existing solutions
and their drawbacks. The proposal, strategy for the development, and results are
described in Section 3. An example of the use is described in Section 4, followed by
conclusions in Section 5.

2 Existing Solutions and Drawbacks
Information systems are very popular these days, and multiple vendors provide free,
open-source applications and web services. For our work, we look specifically at
media presentation and archiving. Existing services provide a varying set of both
features and interfaces. We base our media presentations evaluation on its capability to categorize media for selection and how it allows display of metadata to the
user. For archiving, we look at storing the media with its metadata, how we supply
the metadata and what are the requirements for the installation, maintenance and
backup.
We evaluated many static media galleries [28] [29] [30] all of which provide attractive and rich user interfaces that can be customized. Various vendors [16] [18]
[19] [20] provide the capability of sharing media where users can upload and organize a gallery, but these systems provide a vendor-specific appearance. We also
consider Semantic Web approaches for our goals. In addition to existing system,
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there is the option of developing our own system. In this section, we investigate the
pros and cons of various options for media presentation and archiving.

2.1 Traditional Development Approaches
The traditional approach of custom application development forces us to manage
data persistence ourselves, typically in a relational database. While the developer
has the freedom to specify any data schema, systems dealing with photo archiving
typically produce similar schemas. Custom persistence solutions also include the
onerous task of conducting, storing, and managing backups. Once persistence and
backup is in place, the developer must start to design model-view-controller (MVC)
[6] type application. Modern enterprise frameworks rely on object oriented design
(OOD) [7] and mapping the database schema to the object domain model using
some object-relational mapping framework (ORM) [34]. This mapping adds repetitive effort to development because it parallels data schema development. Having
ORM in place allows us to define various queries to obtain data we wish to show
to the application user. We must deal with functions for the application manager
concerned with photograph management. To provide application users with suitable
presentation, we must build some display view, most probably for a web browser.
Similarly we can provide a potentially faster solution using a standalone application
capable of a dialog with the controller over web services.
While this approach provides design freedom, we must deal with an expensive
and error-prone development process, test modules, apply backups and spend time
on application maintenance. One complicated issue involves application scalability
where we might be required to invest in hardware resources without knowing demand. Developing a new application is very time consuming, and we may not get
the features and scalability that existing systems already provide because of time
constraints and resource limitations.

2.2 Existing Semantic Approaches
In Section 1, we suggested a relationship with Semantic Web. The research in techniques of image content annotation has long history [9] [10] [11]. We consider PhotoStaff [4] [5], a tool for annotating images on the Semantic Web. Semantic Web
uses ontology languages like Resource Description Framework (RDF) [31] and Web
Ontology Language (OWL) [32], but research does not address the images with their
metadata. PhotoStaff uses metadata embedded in images, extract them and encodes
them in RDF/XML. The tool then takes advantage of of the built infrastructure to
allow search and navigate.
Although this tool is capable of advanced searches and advantages of Semantic
Web, we also find several drawbacks. First, if we rename or shuffle images, we lose
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the metadata information, although we can partially recover from the image embedded metadata. Second, this approach binds our systems to a specific tool. Third, we
do not receive any annotation automation. Finally, this system lacks the features and
stability to be used in production [16] [19]. To address these problems, we propose
embedding all the metadata into an image, which helps to avoid information loss.
From a functional decomposition perspective, we get advantages if the system or
data are broken down into units of behavior or information [12] [13] [14]. A solution based on this approach would naturally store image metadata in the image itself,
and if an ontology is built, it should be build on the top of the low-level metadata.

2.3 Media Sharing Systems
Media sharing is rapidly growing in popularity on social networks or web galleries
to provide access to a variety of consumers. The last few years have witnessed the
rapid expansion of the social networking site Facebook [18], and we have seen cutting edge features brought by Google’s Picasa [17] and its competitor Yahoo’s Flickr
[19]. These media sharing applications provide options to manage and organize media and metadata annotation automation. They allow image resizing, cropping, and
other modification. These systems utilize media metadata [21] [22] [23] for media
specific information (GPS, camera parameters and settings) and for storing a user
defined information (keywords). The latest features include face recognition and detection where the application detects similar faces and we tag the set of faces by the
person name. This allows us to see all media related to a particular person and detect
him/her in other media. These systems provide cutting edge features, and we expect
this trend to continue. The advantage of their use is that we receive all the nice features already developed (patented) and the benefit of storage, but we need not be
concerned with the database definition, maintenance, and backups. Drawbacks include restricted capability of structuring the gallery, the vendor specific appearance
and its binding to the vendor. Existing media sharing systems hide their internal
implementation from the developer. The critical services for managing metadata exist as well as the sufficient search capabilities. The key thing for a developer is the
production level and scalability.

2.4 Existing Media Gallery Presenters
Plenty of presentation galleries [28] [29] [30] can be found online, where designers
provide a sleek user interface attractive to users. These galleries are often available
for free and provide just the presentation without connection to any archive. Static
media galleries provide just a part of the functionality we need. These are also easy
to customize or modify to fit our company expectation providing specific information and references. Many modern elements that make the presentation attractive
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for the user utilize JavaScript (JS); consequently, most of the galleries utilize JS in
either its pure form or using a JS framework [25] [26] [27]. JS not only enable a
desktop-like interface but also decreases the server load by implementing a part of
the presentation logic at the client side. From our perspective, we cannot solely use a
static gallery, but we may consider its use in a connection with some photo archive.

3 MetaMorPic Proposal and Implementation
Previously, we introduced existing approaches and applications, summarizing their
properties. Here we propose a solution to build a self-contained photo archival and
presentation system, MetaMorPic.
The system should archive photographs with metadata describing the context
such as who is on the picture, where was it taken, who is the author, what camera
was used, what event it contains, or if there is a specific delegation or group captured
by the picture. JPEG EXIF [21] and IPTC [22] formats allow us to store metadata
directly in the image file. The presentation should have access to entire photo archive
as well as search capabilities to select specific categories of people or events. The
system should not replicate any of the information for the archival and presenter.
Our approach utilizes the services of existing archival and image presentation services by simply providing the necessary glue code to compose these services. The
combination of the existing systems presents many benefits. The main issue we face
is that existing applications work on their own; we need to find a connection mechanism to connect them. Some of the systems we introduced in relation to archival
capabilities [16] [18] [19] provide an API that allows other programs to integrate
their functionality, although often only a functionality subset of the application is
available. We use these systems for photo archival and management, and via their
API provide the images and metadata to the presentation subsystem. Archival services store and support basic query operations on all galleries. The galleries should
be nalurally structured to smaller sets of photos to perform the queries on. Presentation is covered by static media galleries [28] [29] [30], but we need to modify their
static behavior.
By using the existing archival and presentations systems, we reduced the development efforts to the connection layer. The connection layer may either be implemented as a server-side application (i.e., using Java, PHP, .NET, etc.) or on the
client-side (i.e., using JavaScript, Flash, etc.) [8]. The first option provides simplification for the development but adds the requirement to host the connection layer
application at some server, requiring both maintenance and hardware costs. The
client-side connection layer might be more challenging from the development perspective but simplifies the hosting requirements to a static web location with no
need of a server-side interpreter engine. The second solution has advantages for the
practical use.
Among the presentation applications, we choose Galleriffic [28], which is a
jQuery plug-in for rendering rich, fast-performing photo galleries. It provides suffi-
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Fig. 1 Deployment of MetaMorPic

cient documentation for its modification and allows us to customize the appearance.
Next we need to connect the client-side presentation to the archive. Specifically,
we want a lightweight, data-interchange format that is supported by both client and
server side so we adopt JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [24]. This notation is
well supported by the archive API’s and jQuery.
For the user domain, there is a need of media categorization. Such a generic categorization is not provided by any of the archival. The solution is to define a metadata
name-space for the structure we expect and use archival search capability to search
over such an name-space. The archival embeds the metadata in each media [21] [22]
[23], which has the advantage that exports of the media contains the metadata. If we
export all our galleries to another system, the metadata will be preserved. Currently,
most systems do not include facial recognition data in the image metadata. In addition, most image archival services do not share this information. But since we can
read this position out of the original archival application, we provide a Perl script1
for porting external information to image metadata. This allows us to preserve all
metadata and provide it also to the presentation subsystem. Second we encode the
facial information in such a way that indexing system cannot detect this information
by indexing our application to provide privacy. Besides the Picasa Web and Flickr
compatibility, we also built a JSP-based archive capable of media storage and JSON
1

In addition we work on a Java based Picasa desktop plugin which would allow to simplify the
metadata port.
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services. Since our media contains all metadata, we can switch the archives with no
compatibility issues. The application structure is shown by Fig. 1.
MetaMorPic [15] is an application built on the top of existing infrastructure provided by third-parties. We reduce the development effort to the connection layer
to make the presentation provided by Galleriffic compatible with media archives Picasa Web, Flickr, or our own custom JSP Archive. The MetaMorPic web application
contains all of its logic at the client-side, which speeds up the application reaction
time. The logic is built to provide the user with pay-as-you-go experience so only
a small media page is provided by prefetching and the rest of the media pages are
loaded on demand. Every modern web browser with enabled JavaScript can display
our application. The scalability of the application is moved to the archival provider
(Picasa Web, Flickr), which is generally better than what individuals can provide.
This pushes the maintenance and backup responsibility to the archival provider. Using MetaMorPic does not require installation of any specialized software; instead,
it simply needs a static web location for the MetaMorPic client-side code and a Picasa Web/Flickr account. Managers of Picasa Web may also gain from the use of
standalone Picasa photo editing software [17] that allows the user to manage and
organize the content and synchronize it with the web archive. MetaMorPic is shown
in Fig. 2.

4 Example Use
To evaluate MetaMorPic, we deployed it at the 2010 ACM-ICPC World Finals in
Harbin, China. This competition hosted nearly 1,000 participants with five pho-

Fig. 2 MetaMorPic in producation
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tographers and numerous events [15] [33]. For the past few years, the media team
established a process for the competition media archiving and presentation. A proprietary system was used, and the management work was tedious, mostly because
every face had to be identified manually, images resized and the system did not
support all management features.
Every photograph goes normally through correction and metadata tagging. We
keep camera information (flash, lens, camera type, GPS), author and classification
of the image. For this event, we archive who is in the image (along with face position), what event and, if applicable, which university team. With MetaMorPic, we
automate the process and greatly simplify the work of the media team. The benefit is
that the media team can use the Picasa’s desktop photo editing software. A manager
can simply tag one face, and the Picasa desktop auto-recognizes the person in the
galleries.
A standard web server in Texas at Baylor University currently serves the static
web page implementing the presentation aspect of MetaMorPic for ACM-ICPC.
Google’s cloud provides the web services and hosts the images. We have evaluated
the application responsiveness and interaction on multiple web browsers in the USA,
Canada, China, and the Czech Republic.

5 Conclusion
To build a production-level information system based on images and enhanced with
metadata is a challenging task. Recent research in the area is moving toward the use
of Semantic Web, but there are difficulties with respect to development and archival.
Our proposal provides a modern approach to application development, which leverages recent advances in services while minimizing complexity and cost. Rather than
building a brand new application, we propose using services provided by a third
party and focus only on specifics we expect from the application. We have proposed
and implemented a self-contained photo archival and presentation application called
MetaMorPic. This application combines multiple services to provide many advantages of the final system and a great user experience in form of client-side web
application. Our application is build on the top of the jQuery plug-in Gallerific for
presentation, readily available services for archiving and searching such as Picasa
Web and Flickr, and a metadata managing desktop application (i.e., Picasa). Our application does not require any server-side interpreting, just static web space. Finally,
we evaluated the application in production with positive feedback from its users and
managers.
Potential future work includes building a MetaMorPic plugin to Picasa desktop
to simplify metadata propagation. For advertisement of the galleries, we plan to provide a virtual tour for selected photos from the competition. As there exists multiple
conferences/competitions for our target organization, we plan to extend MetaMorPic functionality so it would dynamically load a gallery based on the URL GET
parameter specifying the gallery name. This allows keeping a central access point
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and naturally scaling in terms of the gallery management. In case of the ACM-ICPC
this allows to put the responsibility of archiving on the regional contest managers
and keep the presentation accessible from the main web page. Finally, we plan to
mesh it with other network services such as Facebook, blogs, Google maps, etc.
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